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Platelets play crucial roles in hemostasis and immunity. Over the last decades, clinical evidence has

revealed the significance of platelets as complementary biomarkers for the detection and treatment of

various diseases, including cancer. Due to a lack of well standardized convenient isolation methods for

platelets, pre-analytical factors such as complex handling procedures negatively impact the quality of the

platelet samples, including overactivation, low purity, and poor reproducibility. This may lead to biased

interpretation of various downstream analyses, such as proteomic and genomic analyses. Herein, we

describe a fully automated lab-on-a-disc-based method of platelet isolation from a small volume of blood

(<1 mL). This method provides higher yields (>4 folds) and purity (>99%) and lower platelet activation than

the conventional method. Moreover, it was also superior in the detection of platelet-related RNAs CD41,

PF4, and P2Y12 due to lower contamination with white blood cells.

Introduction

Platelets are the smallest (1–4 μm) blood corpuscles in the
circulatory system and have essential and versatile functions
in hemostasis, inflammation, wound healing, and
immunity.1,2 Given their diverse contributions to the
maintenance of the circulatory system, platelets play
deterministic roles in the progression of pathophysiological
processes in various diseases, such as cardiovascular diseases,
cerebral amyloid angiopathy, RNA virus infections, and
cancers.3–5 Owing to the recent findings about the close
relationship between platelets and several diseases, the use of
platelets in biomedical applications and clinical
investigations have been receiving increasing attention.6–8

Platelet disorders, including platelet dysfunction and an
abnormal fluctuation in platelet population, lead to
symptoms such as thrombosis and bleeding. Such disorders
can be diagnosed using complete blood count (CBC),
coagulation studies, and peripheral blood smear.9 In addition
to platelet disorders, there are various remarkable cases that
depend on platelet-based molecular diagnostic strategies,
such as in-depth analysis of mRNA and/or miRNA profiles of

platelets. Platelet RNA is involved in controlling platelet
reactivity that plays a critical role in the formation of
atherosclerotic plaques and has been used in the early
detection of cardiovascular diseases.10,11 Additionally, a
recent study has reported that a platelet-specific mRNA
(P2Y12) is expressed significantly more in patients with
diabetes mellitus than in healthy controls.12

Recently, liquid biopsy has emerged as an alternative
method in the management of cancer by incorporating
cancer diagnosis into a treatment strategy.13 In this context,
platelets are circulating factors in the bloodstream and thus
serve as a biomarker in liquid biopsy. In particular, platelets
closely interact with tumor microenvironments. Accordingly,
such platelets are called tumor-educated platelets (TEPs).14,15

Recent studies have reported that TEPs contain RNA
signatures of cancer-associated mutations, such as EGFRvIII
and EML4-ALK fusion mutations.16,17 A recent study has used
TEP RNA sequencing with machine learning and showed that
TEP RNA profiling precisely discerns cancer patients from
healthy controls. Moreover, TEP RNA profiling even allows
location of the primary tumor site.8,18,19 Furthermore,
upregulation of platelet-specific RNAs and proteins in TEPs is
correlated with cancer progression.20–23 Overall, platelets
collect important disease-related information during their
circulation in the body, and thus, molecular diagnostic
strategies involving platelets are highly desirable.

The conventional method for platelet isolation is density-
based serial centrifugation; however, this method inevitably
exposes samples to pre-analytical factors.24 This evident
limitation of labor-intensive and harsh centrifugation
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conditions leads to low recovery and purity as well as high
platelet activation.25 This limitation is especially intensified
with small volumes of blood (<1 mL). Clearly, low platelet
recovery restricts downstream assays. Low purity hinders
platelet-specific target signals during molecular analyses,
such as RNA profiling, due to the overwhelming amount of
contaminant white blood cell (WBC) RNAs. In fact, a single
WBC has approximately 100 000 times more RNA than a
single platelet.26 Platelets are activated during pellet
formation in serial centrifugations with high g forces,25,27

and such an activated state can alter the RNA profile.28,29 In
addition, the long processing time of serial centrifugations
can also contribute to platelet activation and degradation of
RNA and protein biomarkers30 in platelets as well as other
blood components, such as WBCs and red blood cells (RBCs).
Furthermore, clinical settings demand a reliable platelet
separation device applicable to a limited amount of blood
(<1 mL), such as for pediatric patients.26

Microfluidic chip-based platelet separation has been
developed to overcome the above limitations.31 For example,
acoustic separation methods on a microfluidic chip have
been developed to isolate platelets by removing RBCs and
WBCs from diluted or undiluted whole blood.32–34 In
addition, a large number of platelet separation methods
based on differential inertial microfluidics,35

dielectrophoresis (DEP),36,37 deterministic lateral
displacement (DLD),38 immunoseparation,39 hydrophoresis,40

and microfiltration41 have been reported. However, although
these methods have some merits in yield, throughput, cost,
and time, they may not be applicable to platelet-based
molecular diagnostics because of the relatively low purity and
inability to process small volumes of blood.

In this study, we developed a fully automated lab-on-a-disc
system to isolate highly pure platelets at a resting state by
integrating the module of sequential and tangential flow-
filtration. Our device allows isolation of native platelets from
undiluted whole blood in <20 min with superior yield,
purity, and reproducibility than the available isolation
methods, proving its suitability for platelet RNA-based
analyses.

Experimental
Device fabrication

The framework of the disc was designed with 3D CAD
software, and then three polycarbonate (PC, I-Components
Co. Ltd.) plates were milled with a CNC milling machine
(PROMill Smart 3530, Protek) according to the design. The
PC plates were laminated with a double-sided pressure-
sensitive adhesive (DFM 200 clear 150 POLY H-9 V-95,
FLEXcon) as shown in Fig. S1.† Microvalves [individually
addressable diaphragm (ID) valves]42 were assembled onto
their designated positions of the top PC plate to automate
fluidic controls. Two track-etched PC (TEPC) membranes (13
mm diameter and 5 μm or 3 μm and 0.6 μm pore size;
Thermo Fisher Scientific and SPI Supplies, respectively) were

integrated by following the procedure we have previously
reported.43,44 In addition, the surface of the fabricated device
was coated with 1% aqueous solution of Pluronic F-127
(Sigma-Aldrich) dissolved in D.I. water to prevent platelet
adhesion onto the PC surface or porous membrane. After the
PC surface was coated for 1 h at room temperature (RT), it
was washed twice with a 1× PBS solution.

Instruments

A customized visualization machine composed of an imaging
module, motion control module and software module was
used. The imaging module comprised a CCD camera (IK-
TF5C, Toshiba Corp.) and a strobe lamp (BUB0641-1A, B&B
Corporation) that was synchronized with the spinning
conditions to capture images of the spinning disc at a
desired time frame rate. The motion control module
consisted of an X–Y linear stage, automatic driver, and rotor
(SGMJV-02A 200 W servomotor, Yaskawa Electric Co.). The
software module was designed to set variables, such as
rotation speed, acceleration or deceleration, mixing
frequency, frame rate of the video, and automatic actuation
of the valves. Pre-programmed valve actuation allowed
automatic opening and closing of fluidic channels on the
disc.

Blood samples

This study was reviewed and approved by the Institutional
Review Board (IRB) of Pusan National University Hospital
(PNUH; H-1504-014-029), Republic of Korea. A signed
informed consent was obtained from all participants and the
peripheral blood samples were collected through an IRB
consent process. The experiments were performed in
accordance with the regulations and guidelines established
by these committees. Blood samples were collected by
venipuncture through a 21-gauge two-way needle with
Vacutainer tubes (Becton Dickinson) containing
ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) as an anticoagulant.
The samples were processed within 6 h of collection to
prevent cellular degradation and maintain the integrity of the
platelets.

Platelet separation by the conventional method

For the platelet separation by the conventional method, 600
μL of whole blood was centrifuged at 300g for 10 min, and
240 μL of platelet-rich-plasma (PRP, 40% in volume ratio)
was transferred to another tube. Then the PRP was
centrifuged to collect the platelets at 2000g for 10 min. The
supernatant was removed, and an elution buffer [2% fetal
bovine serum (FBS) in 1× PBS] was added to suspend the
platelets for further analyses.

Platelet separation on a disc

To perform the disc operation, samples and reagents were
pre-loaded as follows: 600 μL of whole blood, 600 μL of
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washing buffer (HEPES Tyrode's buffer), and 150 μL of
elution buffer (2% FBS in 1× PBS). The detailed steps used
for the disc operation are summarized in Table S1.†
Collection of the platelets required 16 min.

Flow cytometry analysis

The platelets separated by both conventional and on-disc
methods were immuno-stained with a cocktail of fluorescent
antibodies, including FITC anti-human CD41 antibody
(CD41-FITC), PE anti-human CD45 antibody (CD45-PE), and
APC anti-human CD62P (P-selectin) antibody (CD62P-APC)
purchased from BioLegend®, each at 5 μg mL−1

concentration in 100 μL of 1× PBS buffer for 30 min at room
temperature (RT). The stained platelets were washed with 1
mL of FACS buffer (2% FBS in 1× PBS buffer) twice and fixed
with 0.5% formaldehyde in FACS buffer for 30 min at RT.
These fluorescently labeled platelets were analyzed within
18 h.

BD FACSCalibur (Becton Dickinson) was used to analyze
the fluorescently labeled platelets. The κ isotype control (FC)
antibody from the same mouse clone was used to check the
non-specific binding of fluorescent antibodies, and it
confirmed that there was no difference in fluorescence
signals with the non-stained platelets. OneComp eBeads
(eBioscience) were utilized to prevent the cross-over effect of
fluorescence signals by adjusting compensation. For the
calculation of the mean fluorescence intensity (MFI), the
acquisition of platelet count was set as 50 000 events. The
acquired data from flow cytometry were analyzed using the
FlowJo software (FlowJo, LLC). CD41-FITC positive (+) cells
were gated as platelets, and their number was counted as the
total platelet isolated in 50 μL of the eluted solution. This
relative platelet count was used to compare the platelet
recovery of the system under the same controlled conditions.
Among CD41+ platelets, a CD62P expression higher than that
of the isotype platelet control was considered as a sign of
platelet activation (% activation). Purity was defined as the
percentage of the total number of platelets among the total
number of blood cells (platelet, RBC, and WBC). Since the
size of platelets is significantly smaller than the size of RBCs
and WBCs, the plots on the upper (higher value of SSC;
determined by granularity) and right (higher value of FSC;
determined by size) sides were regarded as the portion of
WBCs and RBCs.

RNA extraction and real-time qPCR

Total RNA was extracted from the platelet samples prepared
on-disc and by the manual method using a miRNeasy kit
(Qiagen). The RNA quality of the samples was evaluated by
using an Agilent 2100 bioanalyzer with a total RNA Pico chip
(Agilent Technologies). cDNA was prepared using a
SuperScript VILO cDNA synthesis kit (Thermo Fisher
Scientific) from the extracted RNA. To determine cDNA levels,
a real-time qPCR was performed using a PowerUp SYBR
green master mix kit with a QuantStudio 6 real-time PCR

instrument (Applied Biosystems Inc.) using the following
protocol: at 50 °C for 2 min, followed by 40 cycles at 95 °C
for 15 s and at 60 °C for 30 s, with a 10 μl final PCR volume:
5 μL of Powerup SYBR master mix, 1 μL of a pair of primers
(forward and reverse), 2 μL of DI water, and 2 μL of the cDNA
sample. The primers were purchased from Macrogen, and
the concentration of the stock solution of each primer was 10
μM. The sequences of the forward and reverse primers for
each gene are listed in Table S2.† The RT-qPCR was
performed on five different genes in triplicate (GAPDH, a
housekeeping gene; CD45, a WBC marker; CD41, a platelet
and megakaryocyte marker; PF4, a platelet-enriched gene;
P2Y12, an ADP receptor gene).

SEM imaging

The platelets isolated by the disc were fixed using 0.5%
formaldehyde in 1× PBS at room temperature for 20 min.
Then, the platelet sample was washed once with 1× PBS and
subjected to serial dehydration with 50%, 70%, 90%, and
100% ethanol for 15 min each. Finally, the 100% ethanol
treatment was repeated, followed by the drying of the
samples. The SEM images of the platelets were acquired
using a Mini SEM (SNE-4500 M, SEC Co. Ltd., Korea).

Results and discussion
Fully automated platelet isolation on a spinning disc

The conventional platelet separation process requires harsh
centrifugation conditions (>800g) to sediment platelets due
to the low density and small size of platelets. However, it
inevitably leads to platelet overactivation. In particular, in
small blood volumes (<1 mL), the conventional method may
poorly isolate platelets with a higher chance of WBC or RBC
contamination. Therefore, to minimize platelet activation
and maximize the yield and purity, our lab-on-a-disc system
replaced the pellet-down process of the conventional
methods into filtration-based isolation with a gentle spinning
operation (<300g).

Fig. 1a shows the actual photograph of the disposable disc
that facilitates two independent whole blood samples,
simultaneously. The main working principle of the platelet
isolation on a disc is sequential and tangential-flow-filtration
through the two TEPC membranes (Fig. 1b, filter-I: 3 μm,
filter-II: 600 nm pore size) integrated in chambers connected
by channels with reversible ID valves42 for automatic control
of fluidic flows (Fig. 1c). The pore size of the filters was
selected in consideration of the size range of platelets and
infiltrating blood cells (Fig. 1d). Filter-I (3 μm) eliminates
both WBCs (8–15 μm) and RBCs (6–8 μm), then the purified
PRP will be flowed through filter-II (600 nm), which captures
platelets while washing residual plasma contents [i.e.,
extracellular vesicles (EVs), proteins, lipids, and cell-free
DNA] out to the waste chambers (waste I and II). The fully
automated platelet isolation from whole blood could be
performed by integrating the process of plasma separation,
PRP purification, platelet isolation, washing, and elution on
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a disc. According to the order of the processes, the disc was
designed to have eight chambers connected by the channels
with six reversible ID valves (Fig. 1c).42

The total process of platelet isolation from whole blood on
the spinning disc is shown with the valve states (closed; red,
open; blue) and the actual flow stream in either channels at
the top (yellow, solid arrow) or bottom (red, dotted arrow)
with the CCD images (Fig. 2 and Movie S1†). The reagents
and operation steps are summarized in Table S1.† First of all,
600 μL of whole blood, 600 μL of washing buffer, 150 μL of
elution buffer, and 450 μL of bottom solution for both filters
were pre-loaded before spinning the disc. The PRP (240 μL)
was obtained from whole blood (600 μL) by spinning the disc
at 3000 RPM (262g) for 5 min while RBCs and WBCs
sediment down and become entrapped in the diamond-
shaped zone (Fig. 2a). Then, valve #1 and #2 were opened,
and the PRP was transferred to the chamber for filter-I (3 μm
porous TEPC membrane) to sort out potential contaminants
(WBCs and RBCs), and the platelets that infiltrated through
filter-I were sequentially transferred to the chamber for filter-
II (600-nm porous TEPC membrane) where the platelets were
trapped on the top of filter-II while the residual smaller
plasma contents (protein, lipid, and EVs) were filtered out
(Fig. 2b). The filter units (both filter-I and II) were washed
with the wash buffer (HEPES Tyrode's buffer) by spinning the
disc at 2400 RPM for 8 min with valve #1 closed and valve #3

open to wash the remaining platelets over filter-II and to
flush the smaller contaminants out to the waste chamber
(Fig. 2c). Once the washing was completed, valve #2 was
closed and valve #4 was opened to remove the bottom liquid
remaining under filter-II by spinning at 1200 rpm (Fig. 2d).
The washed platelet sample (150 μL) over filter-II was eluted
to the collection chamber by spinning at 600 rpm for 20 s
while valve #5 was open and valve #4 was closed (Fig. 2e). For
further elution, the elution buffer (150 μL) was loaded onto
filter-II by spinning at 1200 rpm for 30 s with valve #6 open
while valve #5 was closed to fill the chamber. Once the
elution buffer filled up the chamber for filter-II, the disc was
shaken for 20 s with a frequency of 10 Hz to re-suspend the
remaining platelets. Lastly, the platelets in the elution buffer
were transferred to the collection chamber by spinning for 30
s at 600 rpm with valve #5 open. In the end, 300 μL of
platelet suspension was obtained, and the total operation
could be finished within 20 min.

Optimization of platelet separation on the disc

First, the PRP separation on the disc was optimized by
evaluating the count, purity, and activation levels of the
platelets through flow cytometry analysis. We set the
maximum spinning velocity to 3000 rpm, corresponding to <

300g, to prevent unwanted pressure-driven platelet activation.

Fig. 1 Fully automated, label-free platelet isolation on a disc. a) Photograph of the platelet isolation disc. b) Magnified view of the platelet isolation
zone and schematic illustration of the working principle of the sequential and tangential-flow-filtration. c) Configuration of the microfluidic
features for pure platelet isolation. d) Schematic illustration of the size distribution of the cellular components of blood. The channel size is
typically 1 mm × 100 μm (width × depth) and the diameter of the disc is 120 mm.
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The effect of exposure time on the PRP separation at 3000
rpm was investigated to examine the compositional changes
(Fig. 3a–c). When the PRP separation time was increased
from 5 min to 10 min, the platelet count decreased (Fig. 3a),
purity did not significantly change (Fig. 3b), and the level of
activation increased (Fig. 3c). The loss of platelets from the
PRP layer into the layer of the blood cells could be a cause of
the decrease of the platelet count. However, when the
separation time was increased from 10 min to 15 min, no
further significant change was observed.

To isolate the platelets without WBC or RBC
contamination for delicate mRNA analyses, we sought to
determine the optimal sets of filters. Considering the size of

RBCs (6–8 μm) and WBCs (8–15 μm), we set filter-I to be in
the range of 3–5 μm, and filter-II at 0.6 μm to capture the
platelets after the PRP separation. Two filter sets were tested
with 5 μm and 0.6 μm, and 3 μm and 0.6 μm under the same
operation conditions (Fig. 3d–f). The filter sets had no
significant difference (p-value > 0.05). Regardless of the
change in the pore sizes of the filter sets, on-disc platelet
isolation consistently maintained high purity with no
significant changes in the level of platelet activation. Finally,
the disc with a filter set of 3 μm and 0.6 μm was selected to
minimize the risk of potential WBC and RBC contamination.
Plasma contains numerous biomolecules including cell-free
RNAs, lipoproteins, and EVs containing RNA molecules that
may influence the platelet RNA analysis. Therefore, washing
steps might be crucial to remove such plasma contents;
however, excess washing can provoke the overactivation of
platelets due to prolonged spinning time. To determine the
optimal washing conditions, we tested the effect of the
number of washing steps on platelet isolation with the use of
an equal volume of washing buffer to whole blood (600 μL).
The platelet count (Fig. 3g) and purity (Fig. 3h) were found to
decrease, and the platelet activation (Fig. 3i) increased as the
number of washing steps increased. This might be attributed
to the prolonged exposure to centrifugal force during each
washing step, which lasted up to 8 min. This observation
suggests that the number of washing steps should be limited
to one, which facilitates the optimal platelet isolation for
downstream analysis without impairing the plasma contents.
Therefore, the disc method for further analyses was
performed under the following conditions: 3000 rpm for 5
min for plasma separation; pore size of 3 μm for filter-I and
0.6 μm for filter-II; one washing step with 600 μL of washing
buffer. By using these optimized conditions, highly pure
platelets (>99% in purity) were successfully obtained from
whole blood samples as confirmed by flow cytometry
analysis.

Performance evaluation with the conventional method

To evaluate the performance of the platelet isolation of our
device compared with the conventional manual serial
centrifugation method, we carried out flow cytometry analysis
to assess the platelet count, purity, WBC count, and
activation (Fig. 4). For the manual method, PRP was prepared
by centrifugation at 300g for 10 min, and then platelets were
precipitated at 2000g for 10 min. The platelet count was
measured with the CD41-positive population from the total
blood cell population, and the purity was calculated by the
percentage of the platelet count (CD41+) over the total
number of blood cells, including RBCs and WBCs in the
platelet samples obtained by the manual method
(Fig. 4a and b) and the disc method (Fig. 4c and d). The disc
could isolate more platelets than the manual method
(Fig. 4e). One of the key advantages of our device is that it
provides fully automated platelet isolation from whole blood
samples without manual handling, resulting in superior

Fig. 2 Schematic illustration of the fluidic operation with CCD images
of the overall process of platelet isolation from whole blood on the
disc. a) Disc spinning for platelet-rich-plasma (PRP) separation; b) valve
#1 was opened for PRP transfer, and then valve #2 was opened to
filter the residual RBCs and WBCs by filter-I (3 μm pore size) and to
isolate the platelets and wash out the contaminant proteins through
filter-II (0.6 μm pore size); c) valve #3 was opened to wash with the
washing buffer (600 μL); d) valve #4 was opened to remove the fluid
under filter-II; e) valve #5 was opened to transfer the purified platelets
into the collection chamber, and then valve #6 was opened to collect
the platelets that may have remained on filter-II.
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reproducibility. As shown in Fig. 4f, the average CV of the
platelet counts obtained from repeated measurements (n = 3)
of each sample was 4.0 ± 2.8% for the case of the disc-
prepared sample, while that of the manual method showed
22.9 ± 19.4% (Fig. 4f). Since it is known that WBCs contain
100 000 times more RNA than platelets,26 the contaminated
number of WBCs (CD45+) in the platelet sample are critical.
As shown in Fig. 4b and d, 30.3 (±32.4) WBCs per 106

platelets were found in the platelet sample purified by the
disc, while 10 260.2 (±6867.1) WBCs per 106 platelets were
present in the sample prepared by the manual method
(Fig. 4g), suggesting that the disc method provides highly
pure platelets, which are ideal for downstream molecular
analyses. Furthermore, the level of platelet activation in the
disc method was significantly lower than in the manual
method (Fig. 4h–j). The CD62P(+) expression among the
CD41(+) platelets on the samples prepared by the manual
and disc methods indicates that the disc method minimized
the platelet activation (Fig. 4h and i).

To investigate the reason underlying the lower platelet
activation in the disc method, CD62P+ expression was
compared between the samples purified by the disc method
and centrifugation (2000g for 10 min) and the PRP prepared

by centrifugation (300g for 10 min). The overlapping
histogram of the control (PRP, yellow), disc (red), and
centrifugation (blue) showed no significant difference in the
CD62P+ expression between the control and disc method,
but the centrifugation method showed a significantly higher
CD62P+ expression. These results indicate that the manual
method (centrifugation with a high g-force) clearly induced
platelet activation, which was minimal and negligible in the
disc method (Fig. S2†). Furthermore, we sought to evaluate
the integrity of the platelets by examining their morphology
to assess whether they have a discoid/altered discoid shape
or not.45,46 As shown in Fig. S3,† most platelets isolated by
the disc method have an intact morphology (discoid or
altered discoid), suggesting that the disc operation did not
harm the integrity of the platelets.

To validate the feasibility of our device for platelet-driven
RNA analysis, we performed the RT-qPCR with RNA samples
obtained from the platelet samples isolated by both the disc
and manual methods (Fig. 5). The mRNA levels of the
following three platelet-associated genes along with a WBC-
specific gene and housekeeping gene were analyzed: CD41, a
hematopoietic marker expressed in platelets; P2Y12, an ADP
receptor gene; PF4, a platelet factor 4 gene, which is one of

Fig. 3 Optimization of on-disc operation conditions. a–c) Effects of increasing the spinning time at 262g-force (3000 rpm) for PRP separation
prior to platelet filtration; d–f) effects of different filter sets on platelet isolation; g–i) effects of the number of washing steps on platelet purification.
The separated PRP and platelets were quantified by FACS to determine the platelet count, purity, and activation. Three different batches of whole-
blood samples from a healthy donor were used to isolate PRP (a–c) and pure platelets (d–i) for each tested conditions. For the experiment (d–i), all
other parameters were set to the maximum (washing number: 1; time and pore size of the filters: 3 μm and 0.6 μm). Significance was tested by
Student's t-test with p ≥ 0.05, p < 0.05, P < 0.001 noted as NS (not significant), * and ***, respectively.
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the most abundantly expressed genes in platelets; CD45, a
representative WBC marker; GAPDH, a housekeeping gene.
The mRNA levels of the five markers were plotted as the
differences of the CT values for the disc method subtracted
by the CT values for the manual method resulting in
2−dCT(CTDisc

− CTManual
), describing that a higher value over 1

(blue dashed line) indicates a higher expression of each
marker in the disc method. As shown in the figure, the three
platelet-specific markers (CD41, P2Y12, and PF4) and house-
keeping gene (GAPDH) were more expressed in the platelet
sample prepared by the disc than in the manual method
except for the WBC-specific marker (CD45). These results are
in agreement with the WBC count of the sample prepared by
the disc as observed by flow cytometry in Fig. 4g, having a
significantly lower number of WBCs [CD45(+) cell]. It is
noteworthy that our device facilitates the platelet-driven RNA
analysis by minimizing WBC contamination.

Conclusions

Liquid biopsies have emerged as a revolutionary tool for
cancer diagnostics and therapy monitoring. Being less
invasive than the current tissue biopsy approaches, liquid
biopsy can offer a more accurate and comprehensive real-
time snapshot of tumor progression. Most of the current
liquid biopsy methods utilize circulating tumor DNAs
(ctDNAs), circulating tumor cells (CTCs), or EVs. However,
there is emerging evidence suggesting that platelets can

Fig. 4 Comparison of the platelet isolation performance. Representative FACS data indicate the portion of both WBC and RBC contaminants from
the platelet samples prepared by the manual (a and b) and disc methods (c and d). The analysis of WBCs (CD45+) in the platelet samples prepared
by the manual (b) and disc (c) methods demonstrates the high purity of the platelet sample prepared by the disc method. SSC-H and FSC-H
indicate side scatter and forward scatter, respectively. The platelet counts (e), coefficient of variations (CVs) of the platelet counts (f), and
contaminant WBC counts per 106 platelets (g) of the platelet samples purified by the manual (gray) and disc (red) methods are compared. The
activation level of the platelets isolated by the manual (h) and disc (i) methods was calculated by measuring the CD62P-positive population among
the CD41-positive population. The level of platelet activation in the sample prepared by the disc method was significantly lower than that by the
manual method (j). P-Values were obtained from the Mann–Whitney tests. Five different blood samples were measured in triplicate.

Fig. 5 RT-qPCR results for the RNA samples extracted from the
platelet samples prepared by the disc and manual methods. The
expression levels of three platelet-associated genes (CD41, P2Y12, and
PF4), one housekeeping gene (GAPDH), and one WBC-associated gene
(CD45) were assessed by the RT-qPCR.
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provide information about tumors considering many roles
platelets play in cancer progression.15 Furthermore, their
abundance (200–500 million platelets in one milliliter of
blood) makes them an attractive biomarker resource in
liquid biopsies. However, the potential applications of
platelets on various downstream assays have always been
limited by the lack of robust isolation methods, causing
WBC contamination, uncontrolled activation of platelets,
and time-dependent degradation of internal analytes. In
particular, to date, a large volume of blood (2–45 mL) has
been required to obtain a sufficient number of platelets for
platelet RNA analysis for cancer diagnostics (Table
S4†).17–19,47–49 Therefore, we devised a sequential and
tangential-flow-filtration method on a disc platform for
reliable platelet preparation with high yield and purity from
a small volume of whole blood while reducing their
activation (<1 mL). The pure platelet sample isolated by
our device can facilitate transcriptomic and proteomic
profiling without any overwhelming background signal that
generally results from contaminant WBCs. Flow cytometry
and RT-qPCR analysis revealed that our device enabled the
isolation of pure platelet samples (>99% in purity) free
from WBC contamination, exhibiting minimal WBC-specific
gene expression. The yield of the platelets recovered from
the disc was also significantly superior (>4-fold higher) in
count than that of the conventional centrifugation method.
In addition, the activation of platelets was minimized by
the gentle operation conditions (<300g) on the disc so that
any unwanted alteration in the RNA profile of the platelets
could be avoided. While a large number of studies have
reported novel biomarkers in TEPs,15,18,19 the proposed
platelet-specific genes (e.g., PF4 and P2Y12) are also known
as cancer-related genes, and previous studies have
mentioned the significance of these genes as potential
biomarkers for cancer diagnosis or as potential therapeutic
targets.20,21,23,50

In this study, we showed that our device offers
adequate sample preparations to obtain a sufficient
number of platelets with sufficient quality for RNA
analysis. More studies evaluating the RNA profiles of
platelets isolated from cancer patients might provide more
insights into the functions of platelets in tumor
progression and treatment. Moreover, comprehensive
studies using different sources of circulating biomarkers,
such as CTCs,51 ctDNAs,42 EVs,43,44 and platelets might
offer a unique avenue for investigating cancer-driven
alterations that occur during tumor progression. Taken
altogether, we expect that the proposed robust platelet
isolation platform will improve the downstream molecular
analyses of platelets even from small volumes of blood,
opening a new avenue for liquid biopsy.
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